Psychometric Evaluation and Initial Validation of the Slovak Version of the Goal Adjustment Scale (GAS)
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The aim of this study was to pilot test the psychometric properties of the Slovak version of the Goal Adjustment Scale (GAS) in a student sample. The research sample consisted of 636 students (355 secondary school pupils and 281 university students). The results of the confirmatory factor analysis supported the 2-factor structure (as correlating factors) in the Slovak version of the scale. The internal consistency estimates of two factors (goal disengagement and reengagement) were relatively satisfactory. Regarding the convergent validity, the negative correlations between goal disengagement and dispositional optimism (LOT-R), hope (Snyder’s Hope Scale) and self-regulation (SRQ) have been found. Moreover, significant positive correlations were only found in the case of goal reengagement and pathway as a factor of dispositional hope. However, the study did not support the relationship between adjustment capacities and subjective well-being measured through the frequency of positive and negative emotions (SEHP). One of the limitations of the research was that the test-retest reliability was not tested. It is considered important to perform further validation of the GAS in the future as the current results are preliminary. Nevertheless, the GAS seems to be an efficient tool in detecting adjustment strategies in the case of obstacles in the goal achieving process.
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Introduction

In the scientific community, adaptive self-regulation is frequently associated with goal attainment, perseverance in goal achievement and goal commitment (Carver & Scheier, 1998). However, personal goals can become difficult to achieve or are no longer even attainable in certain situations (Carver & Scheier, 1990). Obstacles can threaten anticipated gains and the decision to disengage from personal goals might signal failure in reaching the desired intentions. Wrosch et al. (2003a) have proposed a goal adjustment theory that introduces goal adjustment capacities. These
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can be used in situations where individuals encounter obstacles in pursuing important goals or goals which have become unattainable. Goal adjustment capacities are made up of two strategies: goal-disengagement and goal reengagement, which are conceptualized as independent factors (Wrosch et al., 2003a, b). Goal reengagement refers to the identification of alternative approaches and committing to the new goal pursuit (Wrosch et al., 2003). Goal disengagement allows an individual to expend effort on more attainable intentions (Wrosch et al., 2003a).

Both strategies are usually measured by a dispositional tool of goal adjustment capacity called the Goal Adjustment Scale (GAS, Wrosch et al., 2003a). The GAS has been widely used among the general (Soubrier, Esteve, & Ramirez-Maestre, 2017) as well as specific population (e.g., cancer patients; Schroevers, Kraaij, & Garnefski, 2011; Wrosch & Sabiston, 2013). In our research, we decided to address young people (adolescents and young adults with an average age of 20), because according to the theory (Wrosch, Scheier, & Miller, 2013) both late adolescence and transition to adulthood are important stages in the development of goal setting and goal adjustment capacity. In addition, recent research in this area has often focused on identifying impacts on subjective well-being (e.g., Wrosch et al., 2007; Barlow, Wrosch, & McGrath, 2020).

The initial findings of the psychometric properties of the scales have shown satisfactory internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha was in the range of .79 to .84 for disengagement and .86 to .89 for reengagement) in three different research samples (undergraduates, young and older people, and parents of children with cancer) and in three different situations (Wrosch et al., 2003b). The correlation between the goal disengagement and reengagement scales was not significant in any of the three studies. Wrosch, Amir, and Miller (2011) confirmed the high internal consistency of the scales several years later (Cronbach’s alpha was .75 for goal-disengagement and .91 for reengagement). As in the original study, the subscales were not found to be highly correlated with each other (.33, p < .01). Yet, a recent study by Van Damme et al. (2019) found that while there was a high level of internal consistency in the goal-disengagement subscale (Cronbach’s alpha was .89), it was lower for the goal reengagement subscale (Cronbach’s alpha was .63).

However, to the best of our knowledge, the factor structure of the original English version of the scale has not yet been verified and no valid and reliable measurement tool for goal adjustment reactions to goal obstacles exists in the Slovak Republic. Therefore, the first aim of this study is to extend the psychometric evaluation of the GAS scale by assessing the factor structure using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and carry out an analysis of the internal consistency. In particular, the study aimed to corroborate the previous 2-factor theoretical model (both goal strategies as independent factors) (Wrosch et al., 2003b) and the model based on two correlating factors as indicated in more recent studies (e.g., Mens, Scheier, & Wrosch, 2016; Barlow et al., 2020).

As to the validity, it should be mentioned that, to the best of our knowledge, the authors of the GAS did not carry out a specific validation study. At present, only the information on the identified relationships with selected variables are available dispersed across empirical literature. This includes the indicators of subjective well-being as well as markers of resilience (dispositional optimism and hope), which have been used in our study in the validation process. It should also be mentioned that the results of some studies have been more ambiguous. More specifically, in the case of the link between goal adjustment strategies and well-being, the results of the
meta-analytical review (Barlow et al., 2020), by the authors of the GAS (e.g., Wrosch et al., 2003a, b), showed that the adjustment of unattainable goals can be a necessary and adaptive self-regulation process. As the authors state, while goal disengagement can reduce the psychological difficulties associated with repeated failures, engaging in new goals can provide a life purpose, and achieving them could increase the positive aspects of well-being. Ramírez-Maestre et al. (2019) confirmed that well-being correlated positively with both setting abilities. For example, Barlow et al. (2020) have stated that goal reengagement is linked to higher levels of positive indicators and lower levels of negative indicators regarding psychological well-being. However, analyses also revealed contrasting findings: a negative correlation between well-being and goal disengagement and a positive relationship to reengagement (Nicholls et al., 2016), which the authors explain by less serious difficulties experienced by the respondents in achieving the goal.

In the case of relationships with optimism and hope the results are equally diverse. For example, Rasmussen et al. (2006) have shown a significant positive correlation with goal reengagement although not disengagement. On the other hand, Ramírez-Maestre et al. (2019) have found that optimism has high positive correlations with reengagement and a negative relationship with disengagement. Similarly, the results of the Hansen et al. (2014) study also show that higher levels of optimism and hope among students led them to overcome obstacles rather than give up goals. This also explains how optimists generally expect positive results, which may offset the inability to disconnect from unattainable goals. Generally, according to the motivational theory of life-span development by Heckhausen et al. (2010), people choose to engage with a goal when the opportunities for goal attainment are perceived as favorable and conversely they choose to goal disengage when the opportunities are perceived as unfavorable, which is conceptually closely linked to hope and optimism. However, the authors emphasize, that in this case it also plays the role of characteristics of goals (unattainable goals/only difficulties in achieving the goal).

Based on the findings mentioned above, the second aim of the present study was to verify the construct (specifically the convergence) validity of the GAS: positive relationships were expected between both goal adjustment strategies and positive state of mind (as a positive indicator of well-being) and self-regulation; and between goal reengagement and dispositional optimism and hope. Negative relationships were expected between both goal adjustment strategies and negative state of mind (as a negative indicator of well-being) and between goal disengagement and optimism and hope.

**Methods**

**Research Sample**

The study sample consisted of 636 participants\(^1\) (58% female, with an average age of 19.6 years). In order to justify the sample size in the CFI, power analysis with “A-priori Sample Size for Structural Equation Models module” (Soper, 2019) was used. The parameters were set to: a) desired statistical power level = .80; b) probability level (type 1 error) = .05; c) number of latent variables = 2; d) number of observed variables = 10; and e) small-to medium effect size of interest \(r = .17 - .18\). Based on this, the recommended minimum sample size would be estimated to be 280-316 participants per cross-validation train/test subsamples \((N = 560-632 in total)\). To provide sample size justification for validation phase, according to power analysis (Zhang & Yuan, 2018), to find correlation with magnitude of \(.17 - .20\); power of .8; and alpha of .05, \(N = 193-268\) participants should be sufficient.

\(^1\)In order to justify the sample size in the CFI, power analysis with “A-priori Sample Size for Structural Equation Models module” (Soper, 2019) was used. The parameters were set to: a) desired statistical power level = .80; b) probability level (type 1 error) = .05; c) number of latent variables = 2; d) number of observed variables = 10; and e) small-to medium effect size of interest \(r = .17 - .18\). Based on this, the recommended minimum sample size would be estimated to be 280-316 participants per cross-validation train/test subsamples \((N = 560-632 in total)\). To provide sample size justification for validation phase, according to power analysis (Zhang & Yuan, 2018), to find correlation with magnitude of \(.17 - .20\); power of .8; and alpha of .05, \(N = 193-268\) participants should be sufficient.
The total sample comprised two subsamples: secondary school pupils \((N = 355; 52\% \text{ female, with an average age of } 16.8; \ SD = 1.3)\) and university students \((N = 281; 67\% \text{ female, with an average age of } 23.6 \text{ years}; \ SD = 3.8)\). Students were informed that participation in the research is voluntary and anonymous and that they can terminate their participation at any time. After reading and agreeing to information regarding the research, they continued to the full questionnaire.

**Measures**

The **Goal Adjustment Scale** (GAS, Wrosch et al., 2003b) is a 10-item scale that was designed to assess how people usually react to goal obstacles across life domains. Items are scored on a 5-point Likert-type scale from 1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree. Individuals rate how they usually react if they have obstacles in achieving an important goal and can no longer pursue that goal. Wrosch et al. (2003b) have previously indicated that the GAS has two distinct factors; a goal disengagement scale (4 items, e.g., “It’s easy for me to reduce my effort towards the goal.”) and goal reengagement scale (6 items, e.g., “I convince myself that I have other meaningful goals to pursue.”). The subscales are indexed by computing the mean scores of the relevant subscale items (for both subscales separately). The original English version of the questionnaire was translated into Slovak by two independent Slovak translators and translated back into English. Any discrepancies or ambiguities concerning the translation were subsequently discussed with a native English speaker. Both versions were compared and unified (Slovak versions of the GAS scale were added to the Appendix).

The Slovak adaptation of Snyder’s **Scale of Hope** (Halama, 2001) identifies hope as a feature in adults and adolescents from 15 years of age. The Hope scale consists of 12 items and two subscales (4 items are distracters); **Agency** (McDonald’s \(\omega = .71\)) and **Pathway** (McDonald’s \(\omega = .72\)). The Agency items represent cognitive will and assess one’s motivated state to reach desired goals (e.g., “I energetically pursue my goals.”). The Pathway items represent ways to meet goals or other words to assess the sense that one will be able to successfully generate a plan to attain them (e.g., “I can think of many ways to get out of the jam.”).

Dispositional optimism was measured by an adapted version of the **Life Orientation Test – Revised (LOT-R)** (Köverová & Ferjenčík, 2013), which consists of 10 items (3 items assess optimism, e.g., “Overall, I expect more good things to happen to me than bad.” 3 items assess pessimism along with four filler items, e.g., “I hardly ever expect things to go my way.”). A total score can be calculated by adding the optimism and inverted pessimism score (McDonald’s \(\omega = .70\)).

Self-regulation was measured by an adapted version of the **Short Self-Regulation Questionnaire (SRQ)** (Šebeňa et al., 2018) and consists of 23 items (e.g., “I usually keep track of my progress toward my goals.”). The Slovak version of the scale is used as one-dimension al (McDonald’s \(\omega = .74\)).

The emotional component of well-being (i.e., frequency of experiencing positive and negative emotions) was measured by the **Emotional Habitual Subjective Well-being Scale (SEHP)** (Džuka & Dalbert, 2002). The scale consists of 10 items and has two separate subscales; **Negative** (frequency of experiencing negative emotions such as guilt, shame; McDonald’s \(\omega = .85\)) and **Positive** (frequency of experiencing positive emotions such as joy, happiness; McDonald’s \(\omega = .79\)).

**Statistical Analysis**

The Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted in R (R Core Team, 2017) with
packages: MVN, MASS, Lavaan, SemPlots and SemTools. The code and data can be found at the following link: https://osf.io/kv8x7/?view_only=54dd5c7ecaa547088ce930a39f7733d

The missing values were handled using the listwise deletion procedure. The histograms, skewness, kurtosis, Shapiro-Wilk’s test and Lilliefors test as well as a Mardia test were examined to assess normality. The multivariate outliers were handled with the Minimum Covariance Determinant version of Mahalonobis distance (MCD 75) (Leys et al., 2019).

An Unweighted Least Squares (ULS) estimation method, based on the polychoric correlation matrix (see Appendix) with robust correction – mean- and variance-adjusted unweighted least squares (ULSMV), was used to address the Likert scale categorical nature of the data in the CFA (see e.g., Kogar & Kogar, 2015).

The appropriateness of the model fit was assessed by Chi-Square ($\chi^2$), Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) as recommended by Kline (2016). The cut-off scores were selected based on recommendations provided by Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen (2008): relative $\chi^2 (\chi^2 / df) = 2.1$; CFI > .95; SRMR < .08; RMSEA < .07.

The internal consistency was assessed through the Cronbach’s alpha (based on the polychoric matrix) and McDonald’s omega coefficients. The interpretational benchmarks were set to > .89 excellent, .80 to .89 good, .70 to .79 acceptable, and .60 to .69 poor but marginally acceptable in shorter scales as measure of internal consistency of the scale is partly determined by the number of items, and < .50 insufficient (Field, 2017).

In order to corroborate convergent validity, non-parametric Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient with Bonferroni correction controlling for Family-Wise Error rate and Benjamini and Hochberg procedure controlling for False Discovery Rate were used. Moreover, the Bayes factor was used to provide information regarding the strength of the evidence for the alternative over the null hypothesis and vice versa. Two-sided tests were used. The analysis was carried out in Jamovi 1.1.

**Results**

**Factor Structure**

While the skewness and kurtosis were within the acceptable range, the Shapiro-Wilk’s test and Lilliefors test were found to be significant. Moreover, the data did not have multivariate normal distribution as indicated by the Mardia test (Mardia Skewness = 614; Mardia Kurtosis = .18; both $p < .001$; the descriptive analysis for every item can be found on-line at OSF). Prior to doing the CFA, the listwise deletion procedure dealt with the missing values and the multivariate outliers were identified and dealt with using the Minimum Covariance Determinant version of Mahalonobis distance (MCD 75) (Leys et al., 2019). Furthermore, a cross-validation procedure was implemented. For this purpose, participants were randomly assigned to a train and test subtest and the modified model, based on the modification indices proposed in the train sample, was evaluated in the test sub-sample. Note that although the results with both ULS and ULSMV will be reported, only the more stringent method with robust corrections will be interpreted.

Firstly, the theoretically driven model was evaluated with both (A) the orthogonal factors (as proposed by the theory) (Model 1) and (B) correlated factors (as some empirical evidence has indicated) (Model 2) (see Figures 1 and 2).

As summarized in Table 1, using the polychoric correlation matrix and ULSMV in the
train sample, it was found that the orthogonal model (Model 1) did not provide an acceptable model fit as the goodness-of-fit indices were far beyond the conventional cut-off scores (Hooper et al., 2008) \( \chi^2(35) = 181.53, p < .001; \chi^2/df\text{-ratio} = 5.19; \text{CFI} = .895; \text{SRMR} = .119; \) and RMSEA = .118, \( p_{\text{RMSEA}} < .001 \). In comparison, the alternative model with the correlated factors (Model 2) provided a better fit \( \chi^2(34) = 124.6, p < .001; \chi^2/df\text{-ratio} = 3.66; \text{CFI} = .935; \text{SRMR} = .070 \) and RMSEA = .094, \( p_{\text{RMSEA}} < .001 \). In fact, the \( \chi^2 \) difference between the two models was significant (23.483 (1), \( p < .001 \)). The intercorrelation between the latent factors was .32, which indicates that these two factors could be considered as distinct (less than .90), but still related – the medium effect size according to Cohen’s classic benchmarks. This pattern of results was also replicated in the test sample where the model provided an acceptable fit according to some criteria \( \chi^2(34) = 91.29, p < .001; \chi^2/df\text{-ratio} = 2.69; \text{CFI} = .963; \text{SRMR} = .052; \) and RMSEA = .075, \( p_{\text{RMSEA}} < .001 \). Thus, in line with existing empirical evidence (e.g., Mens et al., 2016; Barlow et al., 2020), the model with the correlated factors is preferred over the model with the orthogonal factors.

Nevertheless, when the robust corrected estimation method is used and interpreted, the model fit for some fit indices is still borderline or even beyond the more stringent criteria especially considering robust corrected values (significant \( \chi^2; \) RMSEA above .70). Thus, the modification indices were examined in the default model with the correlated factors in the test sample (Model 2) to see if the model could be improved. Based on the modification indices (MI beyond 15), one error covariance was proposed and was added between the third and sixth items. This could be conceptually justified due to the fact that these are the only two items that should be reversed. In order to test this slight-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtest</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>( \chi^2/df )</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>RMSEA CI lower</th>
<th>RMSEA CI upper</th>
<th>p close</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Train subtest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 302)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonal factors</td>
<td>235.67</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>6.74 .900</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>.122 -.155</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULSMV</td>
<td>181.56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>5.19 .895</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.101 -.135</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlated factors</td>
<td>76.03</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>2.24 .979</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.083 -.109</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULSMV</td>
<td>124.61</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>3.66 .935</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.077 -.112</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test subtest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 302)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlated factors</td>
<td>44.82</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>.994 .052</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.056 -.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULSMV</td>
<td>91.29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>2.69 .963</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>.057 -.940</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(covariation added)</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>1.16 .998</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.000 -.048</td>
<td>.961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULSMV</td>
<td>78.28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>2.37 .971</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.048 -.087</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ULS means Unweighted Least Squares estimator; ULSMV means Mean-and variance-adjusted unweighted least squares estimator (Robust unweighted least squares).
Figure 1 Path diagram – Orthogonal factors (Model 1)

Note. Numbers below items represent error; numbers above items represent standardized estimates; and circles represent latent factors.

Figure 2 Path diagram – Correlated factors (Model 2)

Note. Numbers below items represent error; numbers above items represent standardized estimates; and circles represent latent factors.
**Figure 3** Path diagram - Correlated factors (Model 2) replicated on test sample

*Note.* Numbers below items represent error; numbers above items represent standardized estimates; and circles represent latent factors.

**Figure 4** Path diagram - Correlated factors with covariance between errors replicated on test sample (Model 3)

*Note.* Numbers below items represent error; numbers above items represent standardized estimates; and circles represent latent factors.
ly modified Model, Model 3 was tested on the test subsample to ensure that overfitting would not be an issue. The model not only provided a better fit in the test sample than the previously preferred non-modified model ($\chi^2$ difference between this modified model and the default model with correlated factors was 14.25 (1), $p < .001$), but (except the statistically significant chi square statistics) provided relatively acceptable fit according to Hooper et al. (2008) ($\chi^2$ (32) = 78.28, $p < .001$; $\chi^2$/df-ratio = 2.37; CFI = .97; SRMR = .049; RMSEA = .068; $p_{\text{RMSEA}} < .065$). Thus, this modified model is preferred over the previous one and is considered to be relatively acceptable according to above mentioned criteria.

**Internal Consistency**

An analysis of the internal consistency (see Table 2) indicated that Cronbach’s alpha based on polychoric correlations was within the acceptable range (more than .70) (Field, 2017). Nevertheless, the value of Omega was slightly below .70 for the disengagement scale. Although > .60 could be considered to be within the acceptable range especially for scales with fewer items, given that internal consistency is determined by the number of items (Field, 2019), factor loadings were further analyzed as Cronbach’s alpha assumes tau equivalence and thus specific items could be problematic in the present case.

**Factor Loadings**

An analysis of the factor loadings across all the models indicated that three items (two of them from the disengagement factor) had lambda < .70 (note that the value .70 could be considered as a strong factor loading). However, these values differed across the models, ranging from .58 to .28. It is important to mention that a lambda value of .30 could be considered as the threshold for excluding an item in a scale. One item (item 6) was found to be below this threshold, but it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtest</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>Omega total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train subtest ($n = 302$)</td>
<td>Orthogonal factors</td>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reengagement</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlated factors</td>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reengagement</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test subtest ($n = 302$)</td>
<td>Correlated factors</td>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reengagement</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified model (covariation added)</td>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reengagement</td>
<td></td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was decided not to drop it from the model. There were several reasons for this decision, but the most important are: A) the factor loading was only slightly below this threshold; B) the measure of internal consistency would not improve rapidly after the deletion of the item.

Evidence in Favor of Convergent Validity

Table 3 shows that according to Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient, there was a statistically significant negative correlation between Goal disengagement and Hope Scale Agency Subscale ($\tau_b = -0.22$, $p < .001$, $BF_{10} = 1.12e+7$, $BF_{01} = 8.96e-8$), Hope Scale Pathway Subscale ($\tau_b = -0.17$, $p < .001$, $BF_{10} = 9699.80$, $BF_{01} = 4.21e-19$), Dispositional optimism ($\tau_b = -0.11$, $p = .004$, $BF_{10} = 7.95$, $BF_{01} = 0.13$), and SRQ ($\tau_b = -0.39$, $p < .001$, $BF_{10} = 2.73e+18$, $BF_{01} = 4.21e-19$). According to the Bayes factor, there was moderate to extreme evidence for the alternative hypothesis over the null. However, there was not a statistically significant relationship between Goal Disengagement and SEHP for either Negative ($\tau_b = -0.03$, $p = .420$, $BF_{10} = .11$, $BF_{01} = 8.77$) or Positive state of mind ($\tau_b = -.001$, $p = .953$, $BF_{01} = .08$, $BF_{10} = 12.72$). According to the Bayes factor, there was moderate to strong evidence for the null hypothesis.

Additionally, there was a statistically significant positive correlation between Goal re-engagement and Hope Scale Pathway Subscale ($\tau_b = .12$, $p = .001$, $BF_{10} = 23.44$, $BF_{01} = .04$). There is strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis over the null. However, there were no statistically significant correlations between Goal reengagement and Hope Scale Agency Subscale ($\tau_b = .05$, $p = .148$, $BF_{10} = .23$, $BF_{01} = 4.44$), Dispositional optimism ($\tau_b = .04$, $p = .337$, $BF_{10} = .12$, $BF_{01} = 8.49$), SRQ ($\tau_b = .02$, $p = .580$, $BF_{01} = .09$, $BF_{10} = 10.65$), and Negative ($\tau_b = .02$, $p = .602$, $BF_{10} = .09$, $BF_{01} = 10.96$) or Positive ($\tau_b = .02$, $p = .508$, $BF_{10} = .10$, $BF_{01} = 9.93$) state of mind. According to the Bayes factor, there was a moderate to strong evidence for the null.

Moreover, as the type I error increased due to multiple comparisons, two procedures aimed at controlling Family-wise Error rate were carried out. When controlling for the False Discovery Rate via the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure, all 5 correlations remained significant. In line with this, even when controlling for Family-Wise Error rate using the more stringent Bonferroni correction, all 5 of the 12 correlations remained statistically significant as for the 12 comparisons, the corrected critical $p$-value is .0042 and all $p$-values are below this criterion.

Discussion and Conclusion

The main aim of the present study was to provide the results from a pilot study focused on

Table 3 Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hope Agency</th>
<th>Hope Pathway</th>
<th>LOTR</th>
<th>SRQ</th>
<th>SEHP Negative</th>
<th>SEHP Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal disengagement</td>
<td>-.22***</td>
<td>-.17***</td>
<td>-.11**</td>
<td>-.39***</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal reengagement</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Hope – Hope Scale; LOTR - Life Orientation Test – Revised; SRQ – Short Self-Regulation Questionnaire; SEHP – Emotional Habitual Subjective Well-being Scale – negative and positive state of mind.

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
the examination of a factor structure, internal consistency and convergent validity of the Slo-
vak version of the GAS (Wrosch et al., 2003) in a sample of young people (university under-
graduates and secondary school pupils).

In accordance with the theoretical basis, two models were examined. The first model was based on the original conceptualization of goal adjustment (Wrosch et al., 2003b) and assumed that there were 2 independent fac-
tors. The second tested model was in line with several recent research findings, e.g., Mens et al. (2016), Barlow et al. (2020), and Soubrier et al. (2017), and assumed 2 correlated factors \( r = .30, p < .01 \). The authors of these studies interpreted the correlation between the factors as low, however, a more nuanced approach is necessary when interpreting a correlational coefficient of this magnitude. Cohen has considered .3 as medium effect size, although, a lack of empirical support and frame of reference can be traced for this distinction (Funder & Ozer, 2019). When con-
sidering potential consequences in a long run, Funder and Ozer (2019, p. 166) have argued that \( r = .2 \) could be considered a medium ef-
fact and .3 even as a large effect that “is po-
tentially powerful in both the short and the long run”.

Irrespective of the interpretation of the magnitude, there is a possibility that the two dimensions might interact. For instance, the authors of the Goal Adjustment theory (Wrosch et al., 2003b) have proposed that reengagement capacity is especially important in the context of high disengagement. Indeed, dis-
engagement from important personal goals, without subsequent reengagement, could leave an individual with no personally mean-
ingful goals left to pursue and this interaction has been observed in samples of older adults (Wrosch et al., 2007) as well as patients who have had a suicidal episode (O’Connor et al., 2009) and have few available alternative

goals and fewer goals opportunities, in general. These findings show that these individuals may be especially vulnerable to the loss of personal goals and age could be an important factor (Mens et al., 2016).

The first part of the present study presents confirmatory factor analyses indicating a lack of empirical support for the original theo-
retical model with two independent factors (Wrosch et al., 2003b). However, when con-
sidering more stringent criteria, the second model with 2 correlated factors was still not fully acceptable as model fit was beyond rec-
ommended benchmarks (Hooper et al., 2008). Therefore, a slightly modified model was pro-
posed instead, where covariance was added between reverse coded items (variables 3 and 6). According to the criteria given by Hooper et al. (2008), the modified model showed to be the most suitable of the tested models and relatively acceptable. One of the exceptions was the statistically significant Chi-quadrant value showing a non-zero residue value. How-
ever, Halama (2011), for instance, states that this criterion is very strict especially for larger samples.

In the second part of the present study, the focus was on corroborating the internal consistency and convergent validity of the Slovak version of the scale. First, according to Cronbach’s alpha coefficient based on the polychoric correlations, the tested models provided satisfactory internal consistency for both factors (goal disengagement and reen-
gagement). The resulting Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was comparable to the results of the original version of the questionnaire by Wrosch et al. (2003b). Moreover, several oth-
er studies such as Wrosch et al. (2011) and the adaptation study of the Chinese version of the GAS (Lam et al., 2016) have found simi-
lar values of internal consistency for the scale. However, some studies have noted a lower internal consistency value for some of the
subscales (e.g., in Soubrier et al., 2017, Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the goal disengagement was .63). In line with this, the results of the current analyses have shown that the internal consistency estimated by Omega was below .70 for the goal disengagement scale. The problematic item was not removed, and it is, therefore, necessary to be aware that if the scale is used in practice, at least in some cases, the goal disengagement scale may show a lower degree of internal consistency.

Additionally, according to the original concept, both strategies of goal management capture people’s general reactions to unattainable goals (Wrosch et al., 2007). It is, however, important to note that here has been a slight shift in this aspect in the current research, as more general instruction was used in the present research and concerned situations where individuals encounter obstacles in pursuit of important goals. Therefore, we focus on goals that have become really difficult to attain rather than strictly unattainable. This approach is in line with the current direction of research in the field of self-regulation to clarify disruptive factors in achieving a goal and the possibility of revising the objectives pursued in response to the obstacles (Hofmann & Vohs, 2016) as well with the assumption that people are more familiar with problematic goal striving rather than unattainable goals (in the strict sense) – especially in younger age and general population without disastrous health issues. On the other hand, it may also be one of the reasons why the current research was not fully in line with the assumed pattern of relationships (Wrosch et al., 2003).

In the present research, it has been shown that goal adjustment capacities do not necessarily correlate positively with the indicators of subjective well-being. Rather, the results of the current research have shown that an increased level of goal disengagement capacity is related to less dispositional optimism, hope and self-regulation. While the relationships were significant, they were rather modest in magnitude. At the same time, there was no significant relationship with either positive or negative state of mind. In the case of goal reengagement capacity, there was only one positive and significant but rather modest correlation with the factor of disposition hope – the factor Pathway. This factor represents the perception of possible ways to meet goals. Similar results have been found by Wrosch et al. (2013) in that goal disengagement has demonstrated a stronger relationship with the negative aspects of subjective well-being than the positive ones. The present findings, as well as the results of some recent studies (Wrosch & Sabiston, 2013; Nicholls et al., 2016), have shown that the associations between goal adjustment capacities and aspects of subjective well-being are often low or absent. In this case, however, the effect of age could also be manifested, because e.g., Barlow et al. (2020) state in their study that especially the beneficial associations of goal disengagement and indicators of quality of life were stronger in samples of older, as compared to younger population. Therefore, we consider age as a potentially important moderator and deliberate inclusion of older respondents to be an important element of future research.

As previously mentioned, the original GAS scale instruction was related to unattainable goals and research was mainly conducted on respondents, who were exposed to life situations where using a goal adjustment strategy could provide relief. For instance, in the young population, goal disengagement seems to cause a decrease in subjective well-being (similar to Soubrier et al., 2017) and is associated with weaker markers of resilience. According to Arends et al. (2013), it seems that in the case of goal disengagement there is the
benefit of a new alternative goal that would reduce its consequences.

Based on our findings, we can conclude that the Slovak version of the GAS has an adequate internal structure. Our results bring the most empirical support for the theoretical model which assumes 2 mutually correlated factors. This pattern of results is consistent with the original concept of goal adjustment capacity (specifically factor structure) (Wrosch et al., 2003a, b) and with the current findings on the connection of the two factors of the scale (Barlow et al., 2020; Soubrier et al., 2017). Regarding validity, due to inconsistent results in the case of well-being, we recommend using criteria with more consistent and stable effects in further validation studies.

The current results are only preliminary and generally illustrate the complexity of the relationships between adjustment strategies and consequences (and also the antecedents) for well-being and lead to the need to focus on clarifying the mitigating and mediating factors of these relationships.

Limitations

There are certain limitations of the present research. Firstly, in spite of some merits of using ULSMV estimator over ML (maximum likelihood), inherent limitations are present in this approach. For example, Xia and Yang (2019) have noted that when using alternative estimators (such as ULS and DWLS), the conventionally used cut-off scores based on the Maximum likelihood estimator could be biased and provide falsely better model-data fit in comparison to the classic ML estimator. Although this issue is reflected upon, conventional criteria were used, as the accepted specific cut-off criteria for alternative estimators are not widely received. However, this limitation needs to be reflected upon even beyond the present research and rather than focusing on strict and dichotomizing cut-off criteria, a more nuanced approach is necessary when interpreting the results of present and future studies using SEM.

Another inherent limitation is the self-reporting character of the scale and the fact that the test-retest reliability was not ascertained. At the same time, we are aware that it would be appropriate to conduct research on adults or seniors and compare the results with the ones we obtained on young people. This is considered to be perspective in further research. It is considered important to perform further validation of the GAS as the current results are only preliminary and aimed to encourage future research into the topic.
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Appendix

Škála adaptívnej zmeny cieľa

Inštrukcia:
Ludia počas svojho života nedokážu vždy dosiahnúť to, čo chcú alebo pociťujú rôzne prekážky na ceste k cieľom, ktoré si stanovili. Zaujíma nás, ako obvykle reagujes, keď sa Ti to stane. Označ mieru súhlasu alebo nesúhlasu s každým z nasledujúcich tvrdení podľa toho, ako vystihujú Tvoje obvyklé správanie v tejto situácii.

Škála:
vôbec nesúhlasím 1 2 3 4 5 úplne súhlasím

Položky:
1. Jednoducho svoju snahu o dosiahnutie tohto cieľa znížim
2. Presviedčam sám seba, že mám ešte ďalšie zmysluplné ciele, ktoré sa môžem snažiť dosiahnuť.
3. Dího zostanem na tento cieľ zameraný/á, neviem sa ho vzdať
4. Začnem pracovať na ďalších nových cieľoch
5. Premýšľam o ďalších nových cieľoch, ktoré sa môžem snažiť dosiahnuť
6. Prípadá mi tažké prestať sa usilovať o dosiahnutie tohto cieľa
7. Hľadám ďalšie zmysluplné ciele
8. Jednoducho prestanem o tomto ciele uvažovať a vzdať sa ho.
9. Hovorím si, že mám ešte množstvo ďalších nových cieľov, z ktorých môžem čerpať.
10. Svoje úsilie zameriam na ďalšie zmysluplné ciele.

Informácie:
Škála je tvorená dvoma subškálami:
1) upustenie od cieľa/vzdanie sa cieľa – 4 položky (položky 1, 3, 6, 8, pričom 3 a 6 je potrebné prepínať). Zahrňajú upustenie od záväzku a zníženie úsilia.
2) zapojenie sa do nových cieľov – 6 položiek (položky 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10). Zahrňajú tendenciu identifikovať nové ciele, zavízať sa k novému cieľu a začatie aktívneho dosahovania cieľa.